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EDITORIAL

Special issue on privacy aware and location-based mobile services

Location-aware computing provides the ability to continuously monitor, communicate,
and process information about an individual’s location with a high degree of spatial and
temporal precision and accuracy. The benefits to individuals and society of location-based
services (LBS), which rely on location-aware computing, are potentially enormous. An
ever-broadening range of LBS applications, from personal navigation to emergency
response, m-commerce to elder care, are being proposed, developed, and deployed.
Although LBS remains a relatively small market today (estimated US$200 million
worldwide market for wireless LBS in 2007), recent industry trends seem to indicate that
LBS are at last transitioning into a mature technology (as evidenced by Nokia’s stated
objective of ubiquitous GPS-enabled phones and recent US$8 billion acquisition of
Navteq).

Many researchers in the area of LBS, however, argue that location-privacy jeopardises
all that. Our precise location uniquely identifies us, potentially more so than our name,
address, or even our genetic profile. Failure to protect a user’s location privacy has been
associated with undesirable consequences in at least three distinct areas (Clarke 1999,
Kaasinen 2003, Duckham and Kulik 2006, Raper et al. 2007). First, unscrupulous
businesses may bombard a person with unsolicited marketing for products or services
related to that person’s location (termed location-based ‘‘spam’’). Many of us may already
be somewhat familiar with this phenomenon, for example with bluecasting (unsolicited
proximity-based advertisements beamed to Bluetooth-enabled mobile devices) becoming
increasingly common in bars, near billboards, and in other public spaces. Second, location
is inextricably linked to personal well-being and safety. Failing to protect location privacy
can potentially result in harmful activities, such as stalking or assault. Third, knowledge
about location can be used to infer other personal information about an individual, such
as a person’s political views, state of health, or personal preferences.

Breaches of location privacy are already beginning to result in lengthy and complex
legal cases (for example, in the US (Chicago Tribune 2001) and Korea (Lee 2005)) and are
arguably a barrier to the development of new and critical location-based services (Muntz
et al. 2003). For LBS, location privacy is the ‘‘elephant in the room’’.

Against this background, interest and research into location privacy has been growing
rapidly over the past five years. In an attempt to capture some of this growing interest in
the topic, the First International Workshop on Privacy-Aware Location-based Mobile
Services (PALMS 2007) was held in conjunction with the 8th International Conference on
Mobile Data Management (MDM 2007) in Mannheim, Germany, May 11, 2007. The
workshop included presentations of 11 fully peer-reviewed short papers, as well as a
keynote from Alistair Beresford, University of Cambridge, UK. The authors of accepted
papers, published in IEEE MDM 2007 proceedings (Mokbel et al. 2006), include leading
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researchers in the field from nine different countries in Europe, Asia, and North America.

The papers in the proceedings cover a wide range of topics including social studies, query

processing for private data, privacy-preserving query processing, anonymisation

techniques, and RFID environments.
This special issue presents three extensively revised and extended versions of papers in

the PALMS 2007 proceedings that adroitly illustrate three fundamental features of the

emerging body of research into location privacy and location privacy protection. Taken

together, the papers highlight the need to be able to 1) integrate a range of approaches for

location privacy protection; 2) understand both strategies for privacy protection and

counter-strategies for invasions location privacy; and 3) achieve a balance between location

privacy and quality of location-based service.
First, a coherent strategy for location privacy protection relies on a wide range of tools,

techniques, and approaches to location privacy. Location privacy is a complex issue with

social and technical implications. Traditional regulatory approaches to privacy protection,

such as legislation, cannot on their own hope to provide complete privacy protection in

new location-aware computing environments. Regulation can only hope to punish

breaches of privacy, and although acting as a deterrent, can never prevent these breaches.

Conversely, new technical approaches can potentially prevent breaches within certain

domains, but are only sensible in the context of broader regulatory agreement on the

principles of privacy protection. In short, there can be no ‘‘silver bullet’’: we require a

combination of different regulatory frameworks and technical solutions for location

privacy protection.
Second, information is only worth protecting if it is also worth attacking. Thus, a

prerequisite for understanding strategies for location privacy protection is an under-

standing of strategies for attacks on location privacy. The situation is analogous to that in

cryptography: any advances by code-breakers are ineluctably matched by subsequent

advances by code-makers. Despite an inevitable ‘‘arms-race’’ of strategies and counter-

strategies for location privacy, progress can be made. The struggle for a balance between

imperfect privacy protection and invasion has important social benefits in generating

greater understanding of the fundamental limits on location privacy. Indeed, the entire

question of privacy ‘‘protection’’ can be viewed from the opposite perspective of a

legitimate security organisation that needs to track individuals attempting to hide their

location. In such cases, invasion of privacy is presumably in the broader interests of

society, and those who wish to protect information about their location are in a sense

the ‘‘attackers.’’ Research into location privacy must account for both perspectives,

and acknowledge the inextricable relationship between privacy protection and privacy

attacks.
Third, an individual’s desire for location privacy protection will often be affected by

the benefits to that individual of an LBS. Unlike some other forms of privacy, location

privacy typically exhibits a sliding scale of privacy protection, where hard boundaries

between what is private and what is not are difficult to draw. Many of us are already

comfortable with the principle of relaxing privacy constraints in certain specific situations,

such as where it might aid the emergency services (for example, as provided for by the US

FCC E911 rules). Several studies have shown that there can exist a balance between

level of privacy and level of service, with higher levels of privacy usually associated with

lower levels or quality of service (e.g., Duckham and Kulik 2006, Mokbel et al. 2006).
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Deciding where exactly to draw the line between level of privacy and level of service is

expected to vary based on the individual and their specific context. Some ‘‘hard’’ lines can

be drawn using legislation and regulation, but beyond that our systems for privacy

protection need to enable LBS users to adapt the levels of privacy to the quality of service

the user wishes to receive.
The paper in this special issue by van Loenen and Zevenbergen strongly illustrates

the first of these fundamental issues, that location privacy has both technical and

social aspects. The paper examines the question of whether privacy legislation in

Europe, and specifically the Dutch legal framework, threatens the development of new

location-based services and technology. The paper argues that LBS has ‘‘little to fear’’

from current privacy law and concludes that location privacy in Europe strikes a

reasonable balance between the needs of individuals, LBS providers, and national security

organisations.
The paper by Mascetti et al. focuses primarily on the second of these fundamental

issues: that privacy research must address both strategies and counter strategies for

location privacy. A range of previous research on location privacy has addressed the issue

of adapting the level of spatial detail in location information in order to protect an

individual’s location privacy (termed spatial generalisation by Mascetti et al., but also

variously termed in the literature ‘‘spatial cloaking’’ (Gruteser and Grunwald

2003), ‘‘obfuscation’’ (Duckham and Kulik 2005), the ‘‘need-to-know principle’’

(Hutter et al. 2004), and the ‘‘principle of minimal asymmetry’’ (Jiang et al. 2002)).

Mascetti et al. construct a formal model that underpins much of this previous work,

providing a framework for reasoning about and comparing different spatial generalisation

algorithms.
Lastly, Langheinrich describes the development of FragDB: a system for controlling

access to stored information based on an individual’s location. Rather than accessing

information based on who you are (e.g., using secret passwords) Langheinrich presents a

mechanism of information access based on where you are. As such, the system is closely

related to the third fundamental issue identified above: that there exists a balance between

the level of location privacy and the level of services an individual may wish to receive.

Langheinrich argues strongly that his vision of a radically different form of access to

digital information has important advantages, in particular simplifying the infrastructure

and access rules required to protect many types of sensitive information. However, in

order to access this new level of service, the individual must necessarily reveal some

information about their location. Privacy protection is built in to the FragDB system at

the most fundamental levels, but as a basic principle, users must accept some loss of

location privacy if they wish to access the wide range of new and beneficial services that

can be provided based on location information.
As the papers in this special issue show, location privacy is establishing itself as an

active topic for innovative research in the area of LBS. The key features of location

privacy research are to integrate social and technical issues, using strong theoretical

underpinnings, to develop a broad range of new location-based applications.
Before presenting the three special issue papers themselves, it only remains for us to

extend our sincere thanks to all the special issue reviewers, who contributed timely and

thorough reviews; to the journal staff and Editor-in-Chief Jonathan Raper for their

support and input; and especially to all the authors who submitted papers to the
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special issue, providing the raw materials for this snapshot of the very latest ideas in the
area of privacy aware and location-based mobile services.
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